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Our 26th Year

Chapter Director News
I can’t believe that it is September already. Before you know
it, we will be looking at the beautiful fall foliage with the
red and gold colors that New England is famous for.
I went down to the New England Ride for Kids in
Framingham, MA on Sunday the 17th of August. It was a
beautiful day and it was about a two hour ride down there.
The ride was well organized, and it started and ended at
the Bose Corporation. It was an impressive facility. I was
interviewed by the local TV station as one of the Founding
Members of the ride back in 1998. This year was the 17th
running of the New England Ride for Kids.

On Sunday September 7th, The Reid’s, Sheehan’s, Len
Swanson, Dick Boucher, and myself went on the NH-A ride
to Hammond Castle in Gloucester, MA. We started out at
Nault’s Windham Honda at 9AM. Manager George opened
up one hour early for the large group and coffee and donuts
was provided for everyone by Nault’s. Thanks George. We
had 23 bikes, so we had to break up into two groups. The
ride was very well planned and very scenic.

During the “Celebration of Life” after the ride, there were
the usual awards for most funds raised by individuals as
well as Motorcycle Chapters. The thing that most impressed
me was the announcement that the number one dealer again
this year for the Ride for Kids was “Venco Wings” from
Loudon, New Hampshire.

We stopped along the way for an early seafood lunch at
11:30 and it was a good thing that we arrived early as by
the time that we sat down, the line was out the door. After
lunch, we went to Hammond Castle. Unfortunately, by the
time we arrived at the Castle, there were no parking spaces
left we the entire group parked in a no parking zone. Very
funny. After the Castle, we went to Richardson’s Dairy for
some terrific ice cream. We rode all the back roads back
to New Hampshire and when I finally got home, I said to
myself, “What a great day!”

The announcer told everyone how Venco Wings was no
longer in business and that its Co-Owner, Jim Venne had
passed away this spring. He said that Jim was very well
thought of in both business and by the Ride for Kids. I was
so proud that I had to send a text to Sue Venne and let her
know what was said.

Because we were at an official NH-A function, we qualified
to get the NH/VT flag from Chapter NH-A. However, the
flag was in Dave Bolster’s other bike as he was sporting
a new-to-him Honda F-6 Valkyrie. Sweet ride. Dave and
Bonnie will be visiting us at our gathering on the 14th to
deliver the NH/VT flag to us.

In Jim’s memory, GWRRA Chapter NH-G is hosting “The
Jim Venne Memorial Fall Foliage Poker Run” on September
28th with all proceeds after expenses being donated to the
New England Ride for Kids in Jim’s name. The poker run
route has been finalized, and I want to thank Bob & Kaye
Hamel, Ed Heath, and Dick Boucher for taking the time
to lay out the ride, as well as Lee Hirtle for arranging the
starting place at the NH Veterans Cemetery, and to Ernie
and Donna Brown for arranging for the ending site of the
run.

As a reminder, our ride this Sunday
after the Gathering is a picnic
lunch ride up the Kangamangas
Highway. We will be stopping at a
sub shop in Lincoln for those that
want to pick up a sub before we
head up the “Kanc”. There will be
an ice cream stop in Wolfeboro on
the way back to the Lakes Region.

The route will be checked out the previous Sunday,
September 21st to make sure that there are no surprises.
Anyone from Chapter NH-G is welcome to go on the ride.
We will be meeting at the NH Veterans Cemetery at 10AM
with kick stands up at 10:15. We can go out for lunch
afterwards if anyone wants. Please Chapter G members
only!

See you all this Sunday on the 14th.
Don’t forget to bring cold weather
gear as it may be cold up in the
mountains.

Mike Vaillancourt
Chapter G Director
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NATIONAL, REGIONAL &
N.H. DISTRICT STAFF
GWRRA President, Abel Gallardo
abel@gwrra.org
800-843-9460 ext. 224
Executive Director of GWRRA, Ray & Sandy
Garris
director@gwrra.org
800-843-9460
Region B Directors, Tom & Renee Washuk
regionbdirectors.tom.renee@gmail.com
570-474-1014
2013/2014 Reg. B Couple of the Year,
Bob & Julie A’Hearn
rahearn914@aol.com
301-997-1254
N.H. District Directors, Ed & Denise Heath
gwrranhdd@msn.com
603-934-4168
N.H. Asst. District Director, Pat Thibaudeau
thibfrog@hotmail.com
978-827-6091
N.H. District Educator, Mike Goldsmith
mikegnhg@metrocast.net
603-496-8032
District Memb. Enhancement Coord., Dee Thomas
etacacarinae@earthlink.net
District Trearurer, Madalyn Sprague
bobandmadalyns@myfairpoint.net
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NH CHAPTER G STAFF
Chapter Directors, Mike Vaillancourt
gwrra.nh-g@comcast.net
603-276-0715
Assistant Chapter Director, Please Volunteer
Chapter Treasurer, Beryl Reid
bobnberyl@metrocast.net 603-892-6854
Membership Enhancement Coord.
Meri & Lee Hirtle
msgtlee@metrocast.net
Chapter Store Keepers, Bob & Kaye Hamel,
rhamel2@myfairpoint.net 603-524-6360
Chapter Educator, Bob Reid
bobnberyl@metrocast.net 603-892-6854
Chapter Ride Coordinator, Please Volunteer
Chapter Photographer, Bob Reid
bobnberyl@metrocast.net 603-892-6854
Chapter Trainer, Please Volunteer
Chapter Activities Coordinator, Please Volunteer
2014 Chapter Couple of the Year, tbd….
Newsletter Editor, Carol Cloutier
info@brooksidestudionh.com 603-569-3288
Website Coordinator, Mike Vaillancourt
gwrra.nh-g@comcast.net
603-276-0715

2014 NEW HAMPSHIRE CHAPTER DIRECTORS
A – Concord/Manchester ............. David & Bonnie Bolster 603-624-0268 gwrra.nh.a@gmail.com
G – Laconia/Lakes Region ............ Mike Vaillancourt 603-276-0715 gwrra.nh-g@comcast.net
E- Keene/Monadnock Region ....... Ron & Suzie Black 603- darkcat1@myfairpoint.com
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Rewind
There was a good turnout at the August Chapter Gathering
with 23 attending.
We had reports about the VT-A gathering that was held on
August 2nd at Quechee Gorge, the New England Ride for
Kids ride that was coming up on August 17th, the Manchester
Center overnight ride coming up on August 23rd and 24th,
and a report from the Jim Venne Memorial Poker Run
committee.
We had a terrific ride the day of the Gathering to the Vermont
Country Store in Weston, Vermont. I believe we had nine
bikes on the ride.
It was also announced that the VH/VT flag was captured
from VT-A and was currently in the hands of NH-A. I made

a trip to the NH-A Chapter Gathering on August 15th to try
and re-capture the flag, but was unable to do so because
you have to have a minimum of two persons from a visiting
chapter to be able to capture the flag.
Check out the Chapter G website to see all the photos of
the Vermont Country Store ride, as well as the Manchester
Vermont Overnight Ride. Look under the “Who’s Having
Fun” dropdown on the home page to see what you missed.
You can access the Chapter NH-G website at www.
gwrranhg.org.

Mike Vaillancourt
Chapter G Director

Photos from the Chapter G Overnight Ride to Manchester Center Vermont
held on the 23rdand 24th of August.
The home, antique car, and railroad coach were from “Hildene”
the Todd Lincoln Family Estate in Manchester Center.
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Welcome to GWRRA
Rider Education
FOUR EYES
In fourth grade I got glasses and all my fellow students began
to call me “four eyes”. At the time I remember thinking how
awful that was. In a short period of time I learned what a
good thing this was. I could see so much better!
When we first started riding our wing my wife would
sometimes point out a situation that was happening with
traffic, pedestrians or maybe someone behind us. I had
already assessed this situation and was focusing on
something else. I took these comments as some sort of
criticism or that she didn’t think I could handle taking care
of our safety. As you can imagine this resulted in some
exchange of words that only a husband & wife can have.
After a few rides and a couple of situations that I hadn’t
seen yet I realized what a good thing it was to have “four

eyes” when riding our wing especially in a lot of traffic.
So the co-rider is very important in the job of keeping both
riders safe. They could see something in the rear view
while the rider is assessing what’s happening in front or
vice versa. Both riders should be looking everywhere and
communicate what they see. Just an “I see it, thanks” is an
appropriate answer or “Ok, thanks!”
In short, suck up your macho and let your co-riders eyes
help you have a more enjoyable & safe ride.
Be safe,
Bob

2015 Gold Wing

Colors available
White
Black
Red
http://powersports.honda.com/
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Guest GWRRA
Rider Education
“PASSING GAS”
by Ace (Howie) Peterson
Guest Educator CO-Q

No my friends, this article is not about what you may think
given the title! No mention herein of whoopee cushions,
or Walter the Farting Dog or any other odorous subject.
So onward we go into the real subject, gasoline. All right,
gasoline does have an odor, but that is still not what we want
to discuss this month in our newsletter.
While perusing my monthly motorcycle magazines, I keep
noticing one very seemingly important piece of data in
each article pertaining to the newest crop of two wheeled
hardware. And that piece of data concerns how far each
will travel on a full tank of gasoline. Gas tanks for the
most part, given the increase in dual sports, tourers, and
cruisers, have been getting larger; more gasoline capacity
in gallons. It is not uncommon to find fuel capacity in
the upper five gallons, and even in the upper six gallons
of fuel. Accompanying those figures, it follows that each
motorcycle data sheet will list, and this is also noted in the
article itself, how many miles a rider can go on one tank of
gasoline. Given that many motorcycles will attain the midthirties to the mid-fifties in miles per gallon, those in the
“fifty” bracket can now attain mileage length of 280-300
miles on one tank of gasoline. Wowser!
One friend of mine who rides a BMW (no knocks on the
type) routinely can ride well into the high 200’s mileage
wise before refueling. And I have known many riders who
routinely ride “red light” to “red light” before stopping to
refuel. Iron Butt riders may frequently use this type of
riding to accomplish a given purpose; but the rest of us
really have no reason to use this method of riding. Yes, I
know, the rider hit a long stretch of highway where there
just were no stops supplying gasoline! Now, how many gas
pumps did he/she pass up before this crucial situation of the
motorcycle fuel warning light lit up? And thus the title of
the article.

Fuel mileage relies on several factors; speed, total weight
including riders, gear, trailer if being towed, terrain, wind,
tire pressures, and maintenance (when was the last time new
sparkplugs were installed, air filter replaced/cleaned), plus
road type. All these affect to some degree the computed
mileage being factored in by the rider before the ride/trip
commences. The surprise comes about when all of a sudden
the fuel gauge is dropping quicker than anticipated, leaving
the rider to wonder where all the fuel has gone. Nervous
time has just begun!
Another factor is bodily functions; how long can one hold
IT? If the reader does not think this is a factor in tank
distance, guess again, especially if the co-rider is the one
needing a “rest stop”. The further away from such a stop the
worse the need gets, and increasingly does the discomfort of
the rider/co-rider. Iron Butt riders often have a contraption
they wear which funnels liquids down onto the pavement as
they ride. However, I dare any male rider to try to get the
co-rider to wear one of these devices! I can seriously tell
you my Bride would not even consider this option in any
way, shape, or form! So where are we really going with
this article?
Safety! Riding from red light to red light may have been
fun when we were 20, 30, or even 50 years of age. We
were bullet proof, and etc. No matter what the age, there is
a condition factor named fatigue. At some point fatigue is
going to set in, and when this happens, other important body
functions begin to deteriorate. The mind starts to wander,
reaction times start to slip, maintaining constant speed
without a cruise control becomes difficult, and even the
body wanting to sleep along with other factors. Fatigue is
also cumulative, meaning the more days with longer hours
in the saddle causes the body to tire more easily, and the
aforementioned symptoms occur earlier in the day. Even
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the legs, arms, and hands tire which increase the difficulty
of even getting on and off the motorcycle. All told, the body
is no longer the responsive “machine” that started out that
morning, or on the trip days ago. Just as important in some
respects, the ride is no longer enjoyable; it is just plain work.

adage; “it don’t cost anymore to ride on a full tank than an
empty one”. Unless of course a person has to be “towed” in
due to running out of fuel somewhere on an empty stretch
of roadway. And how far can a person push a Gold Wing,
Trike or not! Or any motorcycle for that matter.

One adage I use even around town is, if time is of the essence,
take other transportation than the motorcycle. Strike a
happy medium on all rides, using breaks for stretching,
potty stops, every hour or hour and a half. For Penny and
I especially on longer trips, this is about 130 to 150 miles
down the road, although the distance is not an absolute. We
attempt to not ride more than between a quarter and half a
tank of fuel between stops, thus allowing us to make our
mileages, but do so without becoming motorcycle zombies.
One friend of mine who also rides motorcycles has another

However, the idea is rider and co-rider safety by riding in
a format that allows each to maintain maximum mental
and physical skills during the ride, no matter the length of
the trip. Recognize one’s limitations wherein we ride to
potential, yet do not stray beyond our known endurance
factor(s). Another good adage I try to use is this; if when we
stop for any reason; if gasoline is available, fuel up, don’t
pass the gas! It only takes couple of minutes, plus decreases
the nagging feeling of a plummeting fuel gauge. Above all,
Ride WITH PRIDE AND CONFIDENCE!

Chapter NH-G
“The Lakes Region Wings”
2014 Ride Schedule
Sept. 14

Monthly Gathering. Foliage ride up over the Kangamangas Highway. Ice Cream stop in Wolfeboro on
the way back.

Sept. 28

Jim Venne Memorial Fall Foliage Poker Run Benefiting the New England Ride For Kids.

Oct. 5

Chapter NH-A “Silver Lake Railroad Foliage Ride”. Details to follow.

Oct. 12

Monthly Gathering. Ride Weather permitting to the “Maine Diner” in Wells Maine for the best
lobster rolls you will ever have.

Nov. 9

Monthly Gathering. Ride afterwards at group discretion depending on weather and temperature.

Dec. 10

Chapter G Holiday Dinner. Location not yet determined. More to follow.

Let’s Ride
Nobody has more Fun than “G”!
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Until the Chapter gets a Motorist Awareness
Coordinator, Nick Hoppner from the
Colorado District, will graciously provide us
with MAD articles. Editor

Nighttime Drivings’s
Visual Challenges
by Nick Hoppner
Colorado Motorist Awareness Coordinator

With autumn’s arrival, fewer daylight hours and more
nighttime hours make driving more hazardous for all
motorists (and motorcyclists). The primary source of
information for everyone behind the wheel is visual, yet
darkness conspires against the visual. In my next couple of
Motorist Awareness articles, I’ll discuss this topic.
In an excellent SAE paper, “Visual Problems in Nighttime
Driving” by Paul L. Olson, many of the critical issues
about what we see and cannot see during night driving are
discussed. I’ll try to hit some of the highlights of his paper.
To understand how the visual system works under nighttime
driving conditions, let’s start with the most familiar tasks
of driving. In order to respond quickly and correctly to
his surroundings, any driver must (1) detect, (2) identify,
(3) decide, and (4) respond. (No surprise here—we
motorcyclists do the same!)
But detection and identification are different processes
and the former does not always come before the other. A
failure of either one can lead to disaster. For example, two
approaching, closely arrayed headlights may be a distant
auto or a close motorcycle. Which has a greater urgency
value? Complicating the issue, most people have greater
difficulty estimating closing distances at night.
Much of the blame can be assigned to drivers’ aging eyes.
Why?
a. As we age, the lens (cornea) of the eye becomes denser
and less flexible, making quick changes of focus
increasingly difficult.
b. Also as we age, the lens also becomes yellow, reducing
the amount and spectrum of light that can enter the eye.
c. And, as we age, the maximum opening of the pupil (the
colored opening of the eye) becomes less. (About 7.5 mm

at age 20; about 4.8 mm at age 85. Hence the 20-year-old
can perceive 2 ½ times as much light!)
Further complicating the issue of night vision is the natural
distribution of rods and cones on the retina at the back of
your eye. Color-distinguishing cones are most dense right
where the lens focuses most light (the fovea); gray lightactivated rods are more widely dispersed and usually handle
the chores of peripheral vision. But when illumination
decreases, your cones don’t distinguish well between the
brown fur of a deer and the brown underbrush surrounding
it. Indeed, as light levels decrease to the level of average
earth illuminated by full moonlight, the cones cease to
function!
Then, too, the eye is generally attracted to areas that contain
a lot of visual information, such as concentrations of signs,
lights, people, billboards, highway markings, etc. So while
your eyes are focused on a casino sign, you overlook the
deep pothole you’re fast approaching.
Add to these factors a dirty or rain-streaked windshield and
a pair of smudged eyeglasses, and you further decrease your
chances of clear and immediate detection and identification
of highway hazards.
Despite these realities, many drivers (maybe I should say
most drivers) drive by habit: if it takes three hours to get
to their destination in the daytime, by gosh, that’s what it
should take at midnight too! “If the speed limit is 65, by
gosh that’s how fast I’ll drive despite the black of night, the
thick fog, and the on-coming glare of others’ headlights.”
Cruise control? Set-it-and-forget-it nighttime driving can be
fatal.
There’s much more to write about this topic, so I’ll continue
it in next month’s article. Stay tuned.
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Member Wanted or For Sale

This is for Chapter Members to advertise for Motorcycle items that they are
looking for or that they have for sale. Items will run for three months and then
be deleted unless instructed to keep running by the chapter member.

FOR SALE: 1996 Honda GL1500 SE Special Edition Gold Wing with 2000 Champion Daytona 2+2
Sidecar and a 1995 Bushtec Turbo + 2 Cargo Trailer.
Approximate Mileage on Bike 60,200 Mileage on Sidecar 50,000 One Owner Asking Price $9,995 complete (Trailer will be
sold only with bike and sidecar). Price for just bike and sidecar $9,000. Contact Mike Vaillancourt at 603-276-0715.
Photos and features below:

CB Push to Talk
Switch
Intercom
including “Y”
Connector for two
sidecar occupants
Sidecar
Headlamp
Sidecar Brakes
with Bembo

Features on Bike:
1500cc Boxer 6 cylinder engine
Electric Reverse
Easy Steer Front Triple Tree with 4 Degree Rake
New tires & brakes less than 3000 miles ago.
All new handlebar controls in 2013
Includes docking station for XM Sky-Fi 2 but does not include control
head.
Includes Garmin GPS (Driver can hear GPS Instructions in LH Headset
Includes Air Rider Air Adjustable Seat for driver and passenger
Includes I-Pod hook up with Water Proof Box
Passenger Arm Rests
Honda CB Radio
Factory AM/FM Cassette Radio with J & M Speaker Upgrades with
intercom
Two Color Matched Half Helmets
Auxillary 4 Gallon Self Sealing Fuel Cell in Right Hand Saddlebag for
added range.
Air Horns
Bike still has factory tool box and owners manual.
Ring of Fire on Front Rotor Covers
Built in Radar Detector (Warns Driver in LH Headset
Built in Cell Phone Adaptor (Driver can hear his call in LH Headset
Venco Wings Digital Voltmeter
Rear Spoiler With LED Running and Stop Lamps with Alert Flasher
Auxillary Fuze Panel with protection for bike, sidecar, and trailer wiring.
Progressive Suspension Front with Dual Progressive Adjustable Air
Shocks Rear

Caliper
Trailer Hitch and Wiring off of the Sidecar frame.
Removable Convertible top with zip in/out side curtains
Cloth Seat
Flow through Vents
Independent AM/FM CD Radio
Large Trunk in back of Sidecar
.Full Carpeting inside Sidecar and inside Trunk Area
Nightime lamps inside sidecar and in trunk area
Vinyl Nose Mask on Sidecar Nose and Fender Well

Features on Bushtec Turbo + 2 Trailer:
Color match to Bike
Cooler on Trailer Tongue with Vinyl Cover
Vinyl Nose mask on front of trailer
Aluminum Wheels with matching full size spare with spare tire cover
Fully greaseable swivel hitch
LED lamps on rear Light Bar
Bushtec Full LED Taillights and Directional Lamps
LED Side Marker Lamps
Inside Lamp
Full Carpet Package
Bushtec Garment Bag on inside of Trailer Lid
Fully Functional Rear Air Foil Spoiler with LED Running and Stop Lamps
Cable Lock to Lock Trailer once at your Destination
Lockable Bushtec Trailer Pin with Weather Cover

Features on Side Car:
Color Match to Bike
Electric Lean
Two Seat Belts

Nobody has more Fun than “G”!

Miscellaneous:
The Bike, Sidecar,
and Trailer all have
matching Covers.
Bike comes with
every receipt of
everything ever
spent on the bike.
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For Sale

6x12 w rear ramp & side door. Front
Rock guard. Two tone Pewter &
Gray .Inside light 6 tie downs fix to
floor. Front wheel chock Single Axle,
Radial Tires St205/75R15. Very low
miles. $3500. Call Bob 603-4483707 or harryr70@hotmail.com

For Sale: These items are from Chapter Member Sue Venne - Please call 603-435-5008
GL1800 Kuryakyn Ultimate heated seat (excellent condition) $500 (reduced $)
Gerbing Union Ridge Heated Pants, sz LR $50 (used 2 or 3 times; orig price, over $300)
Gerbing Heated Jacket liner (SAE converted to coax), sz 48/36 $30
Joe Rocket “Honda” jacket w/liner/protective pads/unzips to mesh; Wine/Blk sz XL $30
Black leather vest with GWRRA and NHG patches already on. Sz M donated to someone who can use it

Birthdays & Anniversaries

Happy Birthday and Anniversary to all those listed below

September 7 Bob & Madalyn Sprague
September 20 John & Carole Sheehan

September 12 Vic Cloutier

Chapter G Wishes You All The Best!
Remember, We can’t post your Birthdays and Anniversaries
if we don’t know the dates. Let us know.
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The Jim Venne Memorial Fall Foliage Poker Run
With All Proceeds After Expenses going to:

The New
New England
England
The

Ride for Kids

®
®

Pediatric Brain Tumor Foundation

September 28, 2014
Ride Starts at the N.H. Veterans Cemetery, 110 D. W. Highway N. , Boscawen, N.H.
Check-in is From 9 AM to 11AM.
Cost is $15.00 per Person for the 1st Hand with any
Additional Hands at $10.00 for the Same Person
Come Ride, Have Fun, and Support a Great Cause that was Jim’s Favorite
Coffee & Donuts @ Registration While it Lasts.

Rain or Shine Event

See us at www.gwrra.nh-g.org
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Think about advertising!
We would love to have your business card
HERE
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